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Summary 
Belgium has one of the highest shares of hit and run accidents in Europe. In more than 1 out of 10 

injury accidents one of the drivers fled the scene. While for fatal accidents, the percentage is much 

lower (only 1 out of 25 was a hit and run) the Belgian share of hit and runs among fatal accidents is 

also one of the highest in Europe. 

The share of hit and runs seems to have increased in recent years. This is, however, an artifact of the 

registration as the federal police has only started in 2012 to register whether an accident was a hit & 

run, while the local police has done so much longer. No generally increasing trend can be observed 

when looking at other European countries either. 

There are many factors that can influence the incidence of hit and runs. It is unclear why they have 

such a high share in Belgium. Drink driving, lack of insurance, and not being registered in Belgium 

seem likely candidates to prevent drivers from turning themselves in. On the other hand the 

“Belgisch Gemeenschappelijk Waarborgfonds”  that compensates victims from hit and run accidents 

might increase the tendency of (true or false) victims to report such an accident to the police. 

Hit and Runs in Belgium and other countries 
Hit and run accidents are a phenomenon often discussed in the press. Because accidents with some 

shocking tendency to it (e.g. it being a hit and run) are more likely to be reported in the press, the 

impression how often drivers escape from an accident might be exaggerated. This report explores 

the extent of this phenomenon in the police statistics and compares it to those of other European 

countries.  

In Belgium, hit and run accidents (i.e., accidents in which one of the drivers took off to evade 

registration and or conviction) can be registered into the accident form filled in by the police officer. 

Until 2011, only the local police could register hit and runs, since 2012 the federal police can register 

them as well. 

Other European countries vary in the way and extent that hit and run accidents can be registered as 

such. It must be kept in mind, that for the countries reported below little is known about the 

registration practice and that it might not be comparable to that in Belgium. A number of countries 

are left out from our report, because we know for sure that their figures are not comparable 

(because the Netherlands, Italy & Denmark count accidents as hit & run, only if the driver remains 

unknown). 

Injury accidents 
In Figure 1, the percentage of hit and runs in injury accidents is given for the last 5 years of available 

data. 



 

Figure 1 Percentage of Hit & Run of all injury accidents in European countries 2009 - 2014. Source National 
statistics/CARE (see Appendix) 

Two main conclusions can be drawn from this: 

1. Belgium has one of the highest shares of Hit and Run Accidents in Europe. 

2. The share of hit and run accidents has increased since 2012. 

The rise in the number of hit & run accidents in the Belgian statistics is probably due to the fact that 

only in 2012, the federal police has started to register whether an accident was a hit and run. 

More surprising than the rise in the statistics is the large share of accidents in which one driver took 

off. Only the United Kingdom has a higher share of hit and run accidents than Belgium.  

Fatal accidents 
In Figure 2, the percentage of road traffic fatalities is given who died in a hit and run accident1. 

 

Figure 2 Percentage of fatal victims that were involved in a hit & run accident in European countries 2009 - 2014. Source 

CARE. For Belgium: percentage of fatal accidents with hit & run. Source: Police (07.01.2016, FPF/DGR/DRI/BIPOL) 

                                                           
1
 For Belgium this statistic is not available, the Belgian line concerns the percentage of hit & runs among all 

fatal accidents – the difference between these two statistics is probably negligible.  
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We see that the share of hit and runs among fatal accidents is generally lower than in injury 

accidents. However, compared to the other countries, the same observations have to be made as for 

injury accidents. Belgium has the third-highest share  of hit and run accidents and the share of 

registered hit & runs has increased since 2012. 

Again, the rise in the Belgian percentage of hit & runs among fatal accidents is probably due to a 

change in registration practice (registration by federal police since 2012). 

Possible reasons 
There is considerable variation in the share of hit and run accidents in different countries. The 

reasons can be situated in different aspects. Most often such enormous differences do not reflect 

actual differences in behavior but rather differences in the data registration. We therefore first 

explore possible differences in the data-bases.  

As a second type of reasons we consider differences in the reporting of accidents to the police by the 

victim of the hit and run accident as we know that in all countries a substantial proportion of all 

injury accidents remains unreported. Finally we also explore different aspects that might discourage 

or encourage drivers to stop and face the consequences after having caused an accident.  

Data base 

Definition 

A Hit & Run could concern all accidents in which a driver left the scene unwarranted; or all accidents 

in which a driver remains unknown (i.e. is not found), or all accidents in which a driver is convicted 

for hit & run (i.e. was found and convicted). A number of countries clearly count accidents as hit & 

run, only if the driver remains unknown (Italy, Netherlands, Denmark). These are omitted from the 

statistics here. For the other European countries reported here, it is not known whether the 

percentages given actually represent the full share of hit & run accidents. 

Reporting practice 

Many accidents are not reported to the police. Whether one would go to the police when hit by an 

unknown person probably depends on a number of reasons 

- Whether the accident involved any illegal acts on the side of the victim. 
o A driver who has commited some infraction (e.g. drink driving) would probably not 

inform the police of an accident no matter whether they consider the driver who fled 
to be guilty or not. 

- The probability that the police will catch missing driver. 
o When fleeing drivers are seldomly caught, there is less reason to report a hit and run 

accident to the police. 
- Whether a police record helps to have hospital bills and other material damage compensated 

o A victim of a hit and run might not bother to go to the police if they do not expect 
any advantages from it. 

o In Belgium the “Belgisch Gemeenschappelijk Waarborgfonds” compensates victims 
of hit and run accidents. It is unknown whether similar institutions exist in other 
countries.  

o Compensations for victims of hit & run accidents can even motivate victims from 
single vehicle accidents to claim that there has been another driver who caused the 
accident and then took off. 

 



Actual hit & run behavior 

Whether you would tend to run after hitting and injuring another person might depend on the 

following reasons 

- Perceived likelihood to get caught after all 
- The relative severity of punishment for causing an accident and punishment for fleeing from 

the accident scene 
- Insurance 

o Not being insured 
o Increase of insurance after accident (bonus/malus system) 

- Not having passed the technical control 
- Driving under the influence of alcohol 

o High incidence (-> Belgium) 
o Relative severity of punishment for hit & run and causing an accident as a drunk 

driver 
- Country of registration  

o Foreigners might tend to “run” more often than people registered in the country of 
accident, because they see a better chance to get away with it and because they 
might be more apprehensive towards facing trial in a foreign country. 

o Being a “transit country”, Belgium has a high share of foreign drivers. 
 

Conclusion 
There are many factors that can influence the incidence of hit and runs. While the increase of hit and 

runs since 2012 is probably an artifact of a change in registration policy, it is remains unclear what 

exactly causes the generally high share of these accidents in Belgium. Drink driving, lack of insurance, 

and not being registered in Belgium seem likely candidates to prevent drivers from turning 

themselves in. On the other hand the “Belgisch Gemeenschappelijk Waarborgfonds”  that 

compensates victims from hit and run accidents might increase the tendency of (true or false) victims 

to report such an accident to the police. 

 

 

  



Appendix 

CARE 
Number of hit&run injury accidents by country (without common definition of injury accidents) 

  2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

AT 1959 1830 1768 1795 1879 1543 1395 

BE     4356 4723 4681 4481 4416 

BG               

CH 1116 972 1039 1111 1038 1053 1096 

CY 118 74 102 82 61 61 76 

CZ 1183 205 157 188 153 143 163 

DE 28259 26812 25022 26333 25287 24532 25411 

DK - - - 28 16 18 11 

EE - 116 - 66 62 84 98 

ES 483 353 336 315 311 311 - 

FI 

       FR 3015 2847 2726 2681 2648 3035 2757 

GR 

       HR 

       HU - - - 1493 1586 1594 1585 

IE 

       IS 50 30 38 40 27 32 24 

IT 3767 3773 1082 1137 1273 1530 1522 

LI 

       LT - - - - - 303 240 

LU 32 57 70 85 81 62 55 

LV - 3 - 42 - - 2 

MT 9 1 2 - - - - 

NL 1340 884 361 145 176 163 41 

NO 

       PL 3558 3152 2525 2532 2401 2396 - 

PT 858 415 507 582 387 553 454 

RO - - 478 - 2 - 1463 

SE 

       SI - - - 206 12 159 - 

SK 274 218 152 - - - - 

UK 19124 17528 20512 20776 19217 18933 20188 

 

Number of fatalities in hit&run accidents by country 
     2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

AT 16 12 3 16 13 9 6 

BE               

BG               

CH 3 3 4 7 7 5 6 

CY 9 2 1 6 6 1 2 

CZ 42 5 2 6 6 7 5 

DE 111 84 78 91 70 83 73 

DK - - - 0 0 0 0 

EE - 2 - 3 2 1 4 

ES 14 11 12 7 6 5 - 

FI 

       



FR 60 59 44 40 41 53 69 

GR 

       HR 

       HU - - - 19 23 23 34 

IE 

       IS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IT 92 57 10 11 12 7 10 

LI 

       LT - - - - - 15 18 

LU 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 

LV - 0 - 0 - - 1 

MT 0 0 0 - - - - 

NL 6 8 5 12 11 8 4 

NO 

       PL 225 208 163 166 126 144 - 

PT 19 9 9 10 8 8 6 

RO - - 43 - 0 - 57 

SE 

       SI - - - 6 0 1 - 

SK 17 11 8 - - - - 

UK 111 81 87 101 101 84 100 

Source: Care Database 

Date of query: January 2016 

 



Country details 

Belgium 

 

 



 

Germany 

Driver statistics 

 

Note that the German statistics for hit & run do not only include drivers of passenger cars and goods 

vehicles, but also cyclists. 

 

Germany 2014: share of "hit & run" 

Passenger car

Goods vehicle

Cyclist



Accidents 

Contact: Simone Klipp, BASt 

 

The accident statistics yield slightly smaller figures than the driver statistics. The difference is so small 

however, that we have to assume that the accident stats also include accidents where the cyclist 

took off. 

Austria 

Contact: Gregor Bartl, Alles-Fuehrerschein. 

 

2012: 40831 ongevallen met gekwetsten, waarbij 1879 met hit& run (4.6%) 

Hierbij waren er 50895 gewonden waarvan 2093 in een hit&run ongeval (4.1%) en 531 doden 

waarvan 16 in een hit&run ongeval (3%) 

Italy 

Popular press: 

http://www.asaps.it/48982-

_osservatorio_il_centauro__asaps__pirateria_2014_fenomeno_incontenibile_monitora.html  

Translation (Davide Shingo Usami): 

Uncontainable phenomenon 

Monitored 1,009 road accidents causing 119 deaths and 1,224 injuries. Unmasked 57.8% of hit and 

run drivers. Alcohol and drugs present in 19.6% of cases. 24.2% of hit and run drivers are foreigners. 

46 pedestrians killed and 416 injured by hit and run drivers. 

http://www.asaps.it/48982-_osservatorio_il_centauro__asaps__pirateria_2014_fenomeno_incontenibile_monitora.html
http://www.asaps.it/48982-_osservatorio_il_centauro__asaps__pirateria_2014_fenomeno_incontenibile_monitora.html


Accidents 

Year Accident Severity Hit and Run 

Not Hit 

and Run Total 

% hit & 

run 

2010 Fatally injured 10 3861 3871 0.26 

  Injured (not specified) 1072 208054 209126 0.52 

2011 Fatally injured 11 3605 3616 0.31 

  Injured (not specified) 1126 200896 202022 0.56 

2012 Fatally injured 12 3503 3515 0.34 

  Injured (not specified) 1261 183452 184713 0.69 

2013 Fatally injured 7 3154 3161 0.22 

  Injured (not specified) 1523 176976 178499 0.86 

2014 Fatally injured 10 3165 3175 0.32 

  Injured (not specified) 1512 172344 173856 0.88 

Source: Davide Shingo Usami CTL. 

  



 

Spain 

Contact: Ana Marti-Belda – INTRAS  

 

 Accidents with 

victims (Fatal or 

injuries accidents) 

ROADS 

Accidents with 

victims (Fatal or 

injuries accidents) 

URBAN AREA 

Accidents with 

victims (Fatal or 

injuries accidents) 

TOTAL 

 

Hit and run  

ROADS 

Hit and run  

URBAN AREA 

TOTAL 

Hit and run 

2008 43.831 49.330 93.161 77 234 311 

2009 40.789 47.462 88.251 71 183 254 

2010 39.174 46.329 85.503 60 163 223 

2011 35.875 47.149 83.027 66 166 232 

2012 35.425 47.690 83.115 72 150 222 

2013 37.297 52.222 85.519 54 137 191 

 

Czech republic 

Contact: Matus Sucha – University of Olomouc 

“Every 4th accident in Czech republic is hit and run, that means, that in 1 out of 4 accidents, driver 

drives away. Main reason (according to the police) is fear of punishment. For hit and run accident 

driver might get fine and looses 7 points (out of 12) in DPS. BUT if someone is hurt, a prison up to 8 

years might follow.” 

 

Zweden 

Criminal records 

The Swedish Transport Administration does not systematically keep track of hit-and-run injury 

crashes. Information about hit-and-run crashes is given by The Swedish National Council for Crime 

Prevention reported by the police. (http://www.bra.se/bra/bra-in-english/home.html; 

http://www.bra.se/bra/brott-och-statistik/rattfylleri-och-trafikbrott.html) 

At the end of 2013 the Police started to register hit-and-run at parking lots with vehicle damage only 

at under the same category of hit and run crashes. This change means that the number of reported 

hit and run offenses today are not comparable with previous statistics. 

Hit and run crashes (including parking damage from 2013-) 

http://www.bra.se/bra/bra-in-english/home.html
http://www.bra.se/bra/brott-och-statistik/rattfylleri-och-trafikbrott.html


 

Only approximately 10% of the 10 – 11000 hit and run crashes (excluding parking damage) are injury 

crashes. 

Source: Magnus Lindholm, Trafikverket. 

Accidents 

“what we can do is a free text search in the accident description after "hit and run" and then I get up 

the following results. NOTE. this is a free text search, which does not give a fair representation of the 

problem.” Khabat Amin, STRADA data manager, Swedish Transport Agency. 

The accident figures suggest an unchanged rather small (0.2%) share of hit & run accidents in 

Sweden. However, we cannot be sure to have captured them all hit & runs in this statistic. 

 

År 

Total number of 

accidents 

regardless of 

severity (Police 

and Hospital) 

2010 43141 

2011 44883 

2012 46177 

2013 49058 

2014 44438 

2015 38216 

 



Year 

Number of accidents regardless of severity with 

“smitning” (hit & run) in the accident 

description 

2010 106 

2011 73 

2012 94 

2013 81 

2014 80 

2015 97 

 Source Khabat Amin, STRADA data manager, Swedish Transport Agency 

 

  



Slovenia 

Accidents 

 

The number of hit and run fatal or injury accidents is proportionally reducing as number of all traffic accident 

(except 2014). As you can see share of hit and run accidents is around 4 % in the last 4 years.  

 

 

In a table above, there are data on Causes of hit and run. The majority of hit and run accidents is not yet 

investigated (53 % - 65 %). 

Source: Andraz Murcovich, Slovenian Traffic Agency 

Denmark 
In the Danish accident registration we don’t have a category hit and run accident. On unit level we have a 

category 79 – runaway unknown motor vehicle - in unit type. On person level we also have a category 79 – 

runaway unknown driver of motor vehicle - in person type. Given that it should be possible to give a number 

for hit and run accidents, but it is not. If it afterwards is found out who the driver was the information is 

changed from unknown to the proper value for the driver. The information about runaway will then disappear. 

The major part of those left with the unknown information is parking accidents with only material damage. 

Source: Stig Hemdorff, Danish Road Directorate 

 

Finland 

Number of hit-and-run injury accidents in Finland by year and police district. Åland islands excluded. 



 

Solving percentage of hit-and-run injury accidents in Finland by year and police district. Åland islands 

excluded. 

 

Here is data on all police-reported fatal + injury accidents in Finland by year. Åland islands are 

included here, unlike in hit-and-run statistics, but their accident numbers are very low, just around 40 

accidents per year. Around 25-30 % of injury accidents are single-vehicle accidents and therefore not 

potential hit-and-run cases. 

 fatal+injury accidents 

2005 7022  

2006 6740  

2007 6657  

Total 

Total 



2008 6881  

2009 6414  

2010 6072  

2011 6408  

2012 5725  

2013 5334  

2014 5324  

2015 ~5200 very 

preliminary 

 

Source: Riikka Rajamaki, TRAFI 

 



 

Switzerland 
'Hit and run' injury accidents in Switzerland 

      1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Slight injury 

accidents 

Other n  15 665  14 821  15 371  15 539  16 561  16 989  17 069  17 064  17 355  16 656  15 886  15 644  15 849  15 082  14 988  14 296  13 602  13 062  12 445  12 787 

% 95.5% 95.6% 95.6% 95.9% 95.7% 95.7% 95.1% 95.5% 95.5% 95.2% 95.0% 94.6% 94.4% 94.1% 94.7% 94.0% 93.4% 93.4% 93.2% 93.0% 

'hit and run' 

accidents 

n   744   683   714   668   750   765   873   802   813   845   833   899   941   952   846   918   966   918   912   969 

% 4.5% 4.4% 4.4% 4.1% 4.3% 4.3% 4.9% 4.5% 4.5% 4.8% 5.0% 5.4% 5.6% 5.9% 5.3% 6.0% 6.6% 6.6% 6.8% 7.0% 

Serious injury 

accidents 

Other n  5 788  5 351  5 257  5 286  5 383  5 247  5 292  5 132  5 016  4 765  4 470  4 433  4 610  4 193  4 199  3 943  3 953  3 739  3 706  3 673 

% 96.8% 97.1% 96.7% 96.5% 96.6% 96.7% 97.0% 96.7% 97.0% 97.0% 96.9% 96.2% 96.8% 96.0% 96.8% 96.6% 96.2% 96.7% 96.0% 96.2% 

'hit and run' 

accidents 

n   193   161   181   189   191   181   166   173   157   147   144   175   150   173   138   139   157   128   153   145 

% 3.2% 2.9% 3.3% 3.5% 3.4% 3.3% 3.0% 3.3% 3.0% 3.0% 3.1% 3.8% 3.2% 4.0% 3.2% 3.4% 3.8% 3.3% 4.0% 3.8% 

Fatal accidents Other n   628   551   538   543   536   545   488   470   489   469   365   330   353   334   332   309   305   294   252   222 

% 98.1% 98.0% 97.3% 98.7% 97.6% 98.2% 98.4% 98.7% 98.0% 98.1% 97.9% 97.1% 97.8% 99.4% 99.1% 98.7% 97.8% 97.7% 98.1% 96.9% 

'hit and run' 

accidents 

n   12   11   15   7   13   10   8   6   10   9   8   10   8   2   3   4   7   7   5   7 

% 1.9% 2.0% 2.7% 1.3% 2.4% 1.8% 1.6% 1.3% 2.0% 1.9% 2.1% 2.9% 2.2% 0.6% 0.9% 1.3% 2.2% 2.3% 1.9% 3.1% 

Total Other n  22 081  20 723  21 166  21 368  22 480  22 781  22 849  22 666  22 860  21 890  20 721  20 407  20 812  19 609  19 519  18 548  17 860  17 095  16 403  16 682 

% 95.9% 96.0% 95.9% 96.1% 95.9% 96.0% 95.6% 95.9% 95.9% 95.6% 95.5% 95.0% 95.0% 94.6% 95.2% 94.6% 94.0% 94.2% 93.9% 93.7% 

'hit and run' 

accidents 

n   949   855   910   864   954   956  1 047   981   980  1 001   985  1 084  1 099  1 127   987  1 061  1 130  1 053  1 070  1 121 

% 4.1% 4.0% 4.1% 3.9% 4.1% 4.0% 4.4% 4.1% 4.1% 4.4% 4.5% 5.0% 5.0% 5.4% 4.8% 5.4% 6.0% 5.8% 6.1% 6.3% 

Source: Steffen Niemann, BfU



 

Poland 

Hit and run injury accidents in Poland, 2006-2014 

Year Hit and run accidents Total  

2006 3539 8% 46875 

2007 3598 7% 49536 

2008 3558 7% 49054 

2009 3152 7% 44195 

2010 2525 7% 38832 

2011 2532 6% 40069 

2012 2401 6% 37046 

2013 2396 7% 35847 

2014 2148 6% 34970 

     Source: SEWiK Police database, prepared by Polish Road Safety Observatory 

(www.obserwatoruimbrd.pl) 

Sent by Anna Zielińska, ITS 

  



Russia 

Contact: Tatiana Kochetovatv – State University of Moscow 

Official statistics from our Traffic Safety Inspectorate (from January to November 2015 only): 

accidents (all) 

all accidents 

(all regions) 

± % 

compered 

with last 

year 

fatalities 

± % 

indices 

of last 

year  

with 

injuries 

± % 

compered 

with last 

year 

166665 -8,9 20987 -15,1 209316 -9,2 

accidents (hit & run) 

accidents 

(hit & run) 

± % 

compered 

with last 

year 

fatalities 

± % 

indices 

of last 

year  

with 

injuries 

± % 

compered 

with last 

year 

17335 -3,2 1096 -9,9 17357 -3,6 

 

France 

Criminal records 

Hit and run (délits de fuite) constitutes since 2004 a quarter of the legal offenses recorded. The 

number of recorded offenses is raising since 2004 but you need to keep in mind that both the 

number of drivers and the enforcement increased as well. 



 

Source: Julien Cestac, IFSTTAR 

 



Netherland 

Criminal statistics 

http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?VW=T&DM=SLNL&PA=37703&D1=0-1,44,85-88&D2=28&D3=0,4-5&D4=0&D5=a&HD=160106-

1006&HDR=G3,G1,G4&STB=G2,T 

Number of hit & run prosecuted by Dutch ministry : 

 

http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?VW=T&DM=SLNL&PA=37703&D1=0-1,44,85-88&D2=28&D3=0,4-5&D4=0&D5=a&HD=160106-1006&HDR=G3,G1,G4&STB=G2,T
http://statline.cbs.nl/Statweb/publication/?VW=T&DM=SLNL&PA=37703&D1=0-1,44,85-88&D2=28&D3=0,4-5&D4=0&D5=a&HD=160106-1006&HDR=G3,G1,G4&STB=G2,T


Accidents 

There is no code for “hit & run” in the Dutch accident database. Statistics can be given for cases with “unknown” opponent. These are hit & runs. However, 

in case the police can recover the identity of the other party, these data are used to complete the files. Hence, “hit and run” is not a general attribute for all 

crash records. It rather describes the number of hit & runs that are not resolved.  

For Road traffic victims (injured or fatal): (note that the figures following the label “Severity of injury” are the totals across all levels of severity) 

 

For all accidents (including material damage only): (note that the figures following the label “Accident severity” are the totals across all accidents) 

 

Source: Niels Bos, SWOV



 


